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GUIDEBOOK FOR NEW
PARENTS/DANCERS
You’ve decided to pursue Highland Dance, congratulations!
This booklet was compiled by our AHDA Executive and is meant to
assist you and answer some questions you may have.
This booklet is just a guide, your dance teacher is a wealth of information and should
always be contacted if you have any questions.
Other dance moms are also a great resource!

Updated August, 2017
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Antigonish Highland Dancing Association (AHDA)
The Antigonish Highland Dancing Association (AHDA) is a volunteer operated non-profit organization
founded to promote, preserve and foster highland dancing in Antigonish. The AHDA is proud to
sponsor annual highland dancing competitions in July during the Antigonish Highland Games and in
November.
There are 70+ AHDA dancers between the ages of 4 and 21. Dancers belong to one of the four dance
schools: Grant School of Highland Dance (Shelley Grant-Rovers), MacLeod School of Highland Dance
(Jillian MacLeod), MacQuarrie School of Highland Dance (Janice MacQuarrie), and Smith School of
Highland Dance (Janet Smith).
All dancers, new and experienced, competitive or non-competitive, are strongly encouraged to
become members of AHDA so that we can remain a strong and effective organization. The
Association holds an annual general meeting every spring, and your attendance and input at this
meeting is greatly appreciated. Our executive also meets 3-4 times a year to discuss association
business and competition organization. As a member of this association YOU WILL be called upon to
assist in membership activities and volunteer at our competitions - your help will be greatly
appreciated!

AHDA Benefits
• The opportunity to dance in a non-competitive environment at the Annual AHDA Christmas
Concert, Antigonish Highland Games Street Fair Concert, the Antigonish Farmers Market and other
community events throughout the year.
• The opportunity to take part in AHDA sponsored workshops, preferred registration and pricing,
recitals and socials.
• The opportunity to compete for the “Bill Cousins Memorial Award”, presented at the annual AHDA
Fall competition to a pre-premier member of AHDA.
• Will have their dance competition results submitted to the local newspaper and all social media
outlets by the association.
• Dancers are eligible to apply for an AHDA scholarship in their last year of secondary education.
• The opportunity to gain valuable volunteer experience with the association.
• Association members from Antigonish Town and County are eligible to apply for a travel allowance
if selected to represent Nova Scotia at the annual Canadian Highland Dance Championships.
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AHDA Registration & Fundraising
Dancers are asked to register online through the AHDA website www.antigonishhighlanddance.ca
every August. Our annual membership fees are $20 per dancer or $30 per family. There are also
fundraising fees for new dancers ($10/dancer or $20/family) and returning dancers ($20/dancer or
$30/family) to assist with our two major fundraisers. The fundraising fee goes towards the purchase
of two major prizes for a ticket sales giveaway at our November competition, and the purchase of gift
cards for two gift card tree giveaways at our Christmas concert. All dancers will be asked to sell $25
worth of tickets on the gift card tree giveaway in December and prizes are available for the dancer
who sells the most tickets and the family who sells the most tickets.

ScotDance Canada Registration
All Highland dancers who will be entering and competing in local dance competitions are required to
register with ScotDance Canada, the national governing body for Highland Dance in Canada. The
dancer registration form is available online at www.scotdance.ca or at ScotDance Nova Scotia,
www.scotdancenovascotia.com, the provincial governing body for Highland Dance in our province.
Accompanying the registration form, you will need to include a photocopy of the dancer’s birth
certificate, a picture of the dancer (3 x 4 cm) or (1½ x 1¼ inches), a cheque or money order for $29.00
(registration fee) and a self-addressed, stamped envelope. Your dance teacher needed to sign your
registration form before sending and registrations are only accepted by mail.
After registering, you will receive a dance card that includes a registration number for your dancer.
This number is required for all registering for all dance competitions and the dance card must be
presented at all competitions. If you forget your card at a competition, your dancer can still dance but
you will have to pay a $5.00 penalty and they will not be able to collect any medals or awards won
until the valid card is presented. It is a good idea to store your card in a safe place, or put it on a
lanyard and keep it in your dance bag!
On the back of the dance card is an area for the dancer to collect 6 stamps. The stamps are received
at competitions (see Moving Categories section).
The dance card is valid for one year and must be renewed every year each January. When renewing
your card you must return your previous card for validation.
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Dance Categories
The dance category your child starts in will depend on their age when they start competing. Primary
dancers are ages 4-6, and Beginner dancers are age 7 and older.
Primary is the youngest age group, typically primary dancers compete in the Pas de Basques, and Pas
de Basques with Highcuts. They may also dance the Highland Fling (4 step), and the Sword dance
(2&1).
Beginner dancers will dance the ‘Highland’ dances (see below) as well as a few ‘National’ dances
The categories of Novice, Intermediate and Premier follow Primary and Beginner. The four
categories of Primary, Beginner, Novice and Intermediate are collectively referred to Pre-Premier
categories. In all Pre-Premier competitions, dancers will be judged by one judge.
The Highland dances include the Highland Fling (4 step), Sword (2&1), Seann Truibhas (4 step), and
the Reel (4 step). Dancers wear a kilt and vest for all Highland dances.
The National dances include the Scottish Lilt and Flora MacDonald’s Fancy. Dancers wear a white
national dress & plaidie or an aboyne outfit for all National dances.

Changing Dance Categories
Moving from Primary to Beginner: The move from Primary to Beginner will occur when the child
turns 7 years old. In some occasions dancers may be ready to move out of Primary before they turn 7.
If you are unsure if your child is ready to move categories, the best thing to do is talk to your dance
teacher as they know your child’s progress and readiness.
Moving from Beginner to Novice: While your child in competing in Beginner they will be collecting
stamps. A stamp is earned if a 1st, 2nd or 3rd placing is received in any of the Highland dances at a
competition. They are only able to receive ONE stamp per competition. Once the dancer receives 6
stamps, or when 1 year has passed (whichever is second), since their first competition in Beginner,
they are eligible to move into the Novice Category.
Moving from Novice to Intermediate: The move from Novice to Intermediate is much the same as
the move from Beginner to Novice. The only difference is now they can receive a stamp in any of the
dances that they are competing in (Highland or National), excluding any special events. Once again,
when 6 stamps are received or 1 year has passed (whichever is second) they are eligible to move into
the Intermediate category.
Moving from Intermediate to Premier: The move from Intermediate to Premier is similar to the
move from Novice to Intermediate. The dancer must receive 6 stamps in 6 different competitions or 1
year from the dancer’s first intermediate competition (whichever is second), then they can move into
the Premier category.
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Premier: The dancer will remain in the Premier category for the remainder of her competitive
Highland dance career, it is the highest possible level to obtain. In addition to regular competitions,
Premier dancers are eligible to compete in Premiership events and Championship events which are
typically organized into the age categories of 7 and under 10, 10 and under 12, 12 and under 14, 14
and under 16, 16 and under 18 and 18 and older.
In Premiership events, dancers will be judged by three judges and compete in four different National
dances. The premiership dances and steps will change each year as determined by the Scottish
Official Board of Highland Dancing (SOBHD), the world governing body of highland dancing.
In Championship events, dancers will be judged by three judges and compete in the four Highland
dances – Fling, Sword, Sean Truibhas and Reel. The championship steps will change each year as
determined by the SOBHD.
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The Dances
HIGHLAND FLING (FLING): Danced by all categories, except youngest primary dancers. Typically for
dancers in all categories (except premier 12 and older), the dance will be 4 steps. Premier dancers
aged 12 and older will dance ‘long steps’ and dance a 6 step Fling.
SWORD: Danced by all categories except youngest primary dancers. Typically for dancers in all
categories (except premier 12 and older), the dance will be 2&1 steps. Premier dancers aged 12 and
older will dance ‘long steps’ and dance a 3&1 step Sword. The 2 &1 refers to the dance having 2
slower tempo steps and 1 fast tempo step. The 3&1 refers to the dance having 3 slower tempo steps
and 1 fast tempo step. The dancers will dance with swords placed on the stage.
SEANN TRUIBHAS (pronounced shawn trews): Danced by dancers in all categories except primary.
Typically for dancers in all categories (except premier 12 and older), the dance will be 4 steps.
Premier dancers aged 12 and older will dance ‘long steps’ and dance a 6 step.
HIGHLAND REEL OR STRATHPEY AND ½ TULLOCH (REEL): Danced always with 4 dancers, and danced
in competition at any category level (except primary) with 4 steps.
JOHNNIE BARRACKS (BARRACKS): One of the two National dances that is danced in a kilt outfit.
Usually 4 steps in competition.
HIGHLAND LADDIE (LADDIE): One of the two National dances that is danced in a kilt outfit. Usually 4
steps in competition.
SCOTTISH LILT (LILT): A National dance that is a staple in Beginner, Novice and Intermediate
categories.
FLORA MACDONALD’S FANCY (FLORA): Used as frequently as the Lilt in Beginner, Novice, and
Intermediate categories.
BLUE BONNETTS: A Premier level National dance. Typically, 4 steps.
VILLAGE MAID: A Premier level National dance. Typically, 4 steps.
EARL OF ERROL (EARL): A Premier level National dance. Typically, 4 steps.
SCOTCH MEASURE: A Premier level National dance. Typically, 4 steps.
IRISH JIG (JIG): A National dance that is referred to as a character dance. The jig is usually danced in
Intermediate and Premier. Lots of personality is needed to pull this dance off.
SAILOR’S HORNPIPE (HORNPIPE): Another dance that is typically danced in Intermediate and
Premier. Dressed as a sailor, you can understand why dancers tend to enjoy this dance.
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Dancing Competitions
Dancers are eligible to register and compete in any local competition throughout the year, provided
that have a valid ScotDance Canada registration card. A list of competitions is available on the AHDA
website under the Event tab: www.antigonishhighlanddance.ca

Entry Forms & Registration:
Competition entry forms may be circulated by your dance teacher, posted on the association’s
website or Facebook page. Check the events page often to see when competition registration forms
open as some competitions have a limited number of entries and fill up quickly. The entry form will
let you know if it’s mail-in only or if online registration is available.
It’s a good idea to keep an eye out for upcoming events as one rule in the majority of competitions is
that the first person to register is the last person to dance in their category. This is always a good idea
because the dancer will have more time to prepare for their dance.
Have all the information you need when you register including your ScotDance Canada registration
card number. You will need to enter dancer contact info, date of birth, age, emergency contact info,
dance category and check off the dances you are registering for.
Most competitions cost between $20-$30 depending upon whether you are registering for 2 or 4
dances. There may be additional registration fees for special events and there is always a mandatory
$5.00 ScotDance Canada fee.
Once you have filled out the form and mailed it or have submitted it online, any confirmation
numbers, directions or other important information should be kept for safekeeping until the event, as
you likely will not be sent a reminder. Depending upon the competition organizer, you may or may
not receive a confirmation of registration.

Day of Competition:
It is a good idea to arrive 30-45 minutes prior to the start time of the competition. When you arrive,
there will be a registration table where you need to check in. You will need to hand in your dancer’s
ScotDance registration card at the registration table. In any category that you are eligible to receive
stamps your card will stay at the registration table and you will pick it up after the competition has
finished. If a stamp has been awarded it will show on the back of your card. The competition
organizers will sign and date the card.
At the registration table you will also receive your dance number. This is to be pinned on each outfit
when dancing so the judges can judge the dancers. You will not be judged without it on.
There will be an admission table where typically a $3.00 admission fee will be collected (bring cash),
along with a $2.00 program. The program lists all the dancers competing that day, grouping them into
categories by age, along with the order of the dances. Check which group your dancer is in and the
corresponding stage she is dancing on as you will want to find seats close to that stage.
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Depending upon the size of the competition and the number of judges there will be 1, 2 or 3 stages,
usually labelled Stage A, Stage B and Stage C. Different categories and age groups will be allocated
across the stages.
There will be a designated change area for the dancers where you can store your dance bag and
outfits. Most all competitions have some sort of canteen or snacks available for sale but it is a good
idea to pack snacks, lunch and bring a water bottle.
Each stage will have a line-up area for the dancers. Each dance group will be called upon twice to
their respective line-up area. ‘First call’ is usually 5-15 minutes prior to the start of the competition
for the first group, followed shortly thereafter by a ‘second call’ to the line-up area. On first call the
dancers should be making their way to the assigned line up area. There will be volunteer marshalls at
the line-up area to arrange the dancers in their numerical orders prior to going on stage. Dancers will
be lined up in 3’s of 4’s, depending upon the dance and the judge’s preference. A minimum of 2
dancers is required on stage, no dancers will dance alone. Parents and dance teachers are not
permitted in the line-up area at any time, only the marshalls.
After each dance the dancers will be instructed as to whether they are to return to the line-up area or
to their seats. If they return to their seats be attentive to listen for the next call for their age group
and dance.
At the conclusion of the competition, dancers receiving awards need to stay in their full dress,
including slippers. The emcee will provide instructions about where the dancers are to line up for
awards. They will also announce if the numbers pinned on your outfit need to be given back. There is
typically a ‘number draw’ for a prize for one lucky dancer.
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Highland Dancing Outfits - Kilt
SLIPPERS: All dancers wear specifically designed black Highland dance slippers or ghillies, as they are
otherwise known. There are many different styles of slippers and all come with laces. Some dancers
prefer to use the laces and tie them in a tight knot, while others remove the laces and replace with
elastic that can wrap around the slippers and feet. All ghillies should fit the dancer’s feet very snugly.
As dancers age, it is typically to have a pair of ‘practice’ slippers and ‘competition’ slippers. Highland
dance slippers sizing does not run in typical shoe sizes so it is recommended dancers try them on
prior to purchasing.
KILT: The kilt outfit is the staple for any Highland dancer, worn from Primary all the way through to
Premier. The kilt consists of: kilt, hose (socks), jacket or vest, and white dickie. The dickie is the lace
insert that goes under the vest/jacket and across the chest. It can come already attached to the shirt
when wearing a vest, or pinned to a tight-fitting tank top worn underneath the jacket.
High white knee socks may be worn by Pre-Premier dancers if matching hose are not available for the
kilt. The socks are folded over under the dancer’s knee and wide elastics are often used under the
fold to help keep the socks up. The kilt is worn for all Highland dances, as well as a few National
dances. The kilt can come in a variety of tartans, and coloured vests/jackets. Some dancers use
suspenders under their vest/jacket to help hold up the kilt for a better fit. The kilt should fall just
above the dancer’s knees.
Primary dancers may also wear a kiltie, a thinner, smaller version of a kilt.
BLACK UNDERWEAR must be worn underneath the kilt or kiltie, or small, tight-fitting black spandex
shorts.
When competing, the dance number should be pinned on the front on the kilt, typically placed just
above the hemline on the left hand side of the kilt (when looking at the dancer). The number should
be pinned on straight, the lines of the kilt are generally a good guide.

Kiltie with vest

Dance Slippers

Kilt with Jacket and Hose
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Highland Dancing Outfits - Aboyne
ABOYNE: The Aboyne is worn for most of the National dances. It consists of a tartan skirt, white slip
underneath, white blouse, vest, and plaidie. The plaidie is a square piece of tartan that matches the
skirt, and is pinned on the back of the entire outfit, secured at the front of the shoulder with a
brooch.
Pre-Premier dancers may also wear a WHITE DRESS as an option instead of a full aboyne. With the
white dress, the slip, plaidie and brooch are still used. For many pre-premier dancers, this is a good
starting outfit.
The vest is laced down the front with a matching tartan or solid color ribbon and tied at the bottom.
The plaidie needs to be pinned onto the vest in several locations and should not hang lower than the
skirt in the back. The slip should also not be lower than the skirt and the skirt should fall mid-knee on
the dancer.
Dance slippers are worn with the aboyne, typically with white ankle socks. High knee socks are not
worn with the aboyne outfit. Bare feet and nylons are also options.
WHITE UNDERWEAR must be worn with the aboyne.
When competing while wearing the aboyne, the dance number should be pinned on the front on the
vest, typically placed on the vest pleats on the left hand side (when looking at the dancer). On a white
dress the dance number is pinned in a similar location, just under the waist.

Examples of Aboynes

Example of white dress
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Highland Dancing Outfits - Jig
JIG DRESS: For the jig outfit, a red or green jig skirt, white blouse, white slip, red or green cumber
bund, white apron and jig shoes are required. There are extensive varieties of jig outfits and a full jig
dress is also an option. The apron would still be used in this instance.
Jig shoes can be red or green and laces are usually used, not elastics. White ankle socks can be worn,
or bare feet or nylons.
When competing the jig, the dance number should be pinned on the apron, typically placed higher on
the apron and centered.
Dancers are permitted to wear their hair in a ponytail to perform the jig and red and green ribbons
are permitted in the hair. White underwear should be worn under the jig skirt.

Jig Skirt, Cummerbund,
Blouse

Jig Dress, Apron and
Cummerbund

Example of Jig Shoes
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Highland Dancing Outfits - Hornpipe
HORNPIPE: The outfit for the Sailors’ Hornpipe dance consists of pants, a corresponding color longsleeve shirt with a sailor’s collar and black ribbon, white socks, hornpipe hat and black dance slippers.
These outfits typically come in white, navy blue or black. The hat comes in white.
The hornpipe hat should lie flat across the forehead and may need to be pinned on with bobby pins.
If the dancer’s bun does not fit under the hat a loose bun or ponytail may be pinned underneath it
but no hair should be hanging down under the hat.
When competing the hornpipe, the dance number should be pinned on the lower portion of the
shirt, typically placed above the shirt hem and towards the left (when looking at the dancer).

Examples of Hornpipe outfits

Hornpipe hat
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Hairstyling
Hair for competing in Highland dance is usually pulled up into a secured bun. There are lots of
products to help out with this. ‘Donuts’ and other hair accessories can help you put a bun in the
dancer’s hair. For pre-premier dancers it is best to put the bun in the dancer’s hair prior to arriving at
the competition. Practice this in the days leading up to the competition so you will know how much
time to allow yourself for hair preparation the morning of the competition.
Once the hair is in a bun, a hairnet is helpful to hold the bun in place, along with bobby pins. Make
sure the bun is tight and pinned securely in place. Hair gel and hair spray will help and all hair should
be back of the dancer’s face.
Your dance teacher and other experienced dance mothers can be of assistance when helping to learn
how to properly do a bun!
If your dancer does not have long hair, it only needs to be pulled away from the face so as to not
distract the judge(s).
Click here for one example of a Donut Bun Tutorial
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ukUsEm7vpHw

Examples of “Donuts”

Bun secured with Hairnet
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Competition Checklist
HIGHLAND:
Kilt
Vest/Jacket
Blouse
Dickie
Kilt socks / white knee socks
Black underwear
Elastics for socks
Dance slippers
NATIONAL:
Skirt / White dress with plaidie
Vest with plaidie
Slip
Blouse
White ankle socks
White underwear
Dance slippers
Brooch
ACCESSORIES:
Brush/comb
Bobby pins
Hair elastics
Hair net
Hair gel
Bun accessories
Hairspray
Lipstick, make-up
Safety pins
Water bottle
ScotDance card
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Useful Highland Dancing Links
http://www.antigonishhighlanddance.ca/
http://www.scotdancenovascotia.com/
http://scotdance.ca/
http://www.sobhd.net/
http://www.scottishdance.net/highland/
http://www.dance.net/highland0.html

Dancewear Retailers:
http://www.heartofthehighlands.ca
https://highlandinstyle.com/
http://www.mackilts.com/
http://www.mcaleerhighlandgear.com/
https://www.tartantown.com/
http://www.toeandheel.com/shop_233/catalog/index.php

Facebook Pages:
https://www.facebook.com/antigonishhighlanddancing/
https://www.facebook.com/Heart-of-the-Highlands-Dance-Suppliesand-Gifts-105121856243728/
https://www.facebook.com/groups/highlanddancegear/

